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1

Purpose of this Area Structure Plan

In 1985 Ponoka County asked the Battle River Regional Planning Commission to prepare a plan
for residential development in the Morningside Area. The plan was not legally adopted, but has
been used to guide development in all or part of twenty quarter sections. The area covered is
shown on Map 1.
Since then, much of the area south of Ponoka and north of the Lacombe County boundary has
been subdivided into residential acreages, but there has been no overall plan, so landowners
are unsure about the development potential of their (and their neighbours') land, or how more
residences might conflict with other uses. At its meeting on 10 April 2018, Council therefore
resolved to update the 1985 study, extend it to look at the entire area which might in future be
subdivided into residential lots, and adopt it as a statutory Area Structure Plan (ASP). The area
to be considered is bounded
•
•
•
•

to the north, by Highway 53 and the Town of Ponoka boundary
to the south, by the Lacombe County boundary
to the east, by Highway 815
to the west, by Highway 2

An area structure plan is a high-level document which establishes general policies for the
subject area. More detailed local planning for individual quarter sections will still be required
(including traffic impact assessments and proof of water supply) before they can be rezoned,
subdivided, and developed.
Present zoning in the area is shown on Map 2.
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Enabling legislation

The Municipal Government Act (MGA), section 633), says that an ASP
(a)

(b)

must describe
(i)

the sequence of development proposed for the area,

(ii)

the land uses proposed for the area,

(iii)

the density of population proposed for the area, either generally or with
respect to specific parts of the area, and

may contain other matters the council considers necessary.

The Act goes on to say (section 638) that "all statutory plans adopted by a municipality must be
consistent with each other". To achieve the required consistency, the County will amend its
MDP. The Act also says (section 654) that a subdivision must not be approved unless it is
consistent with an ASP.
An ASP is adopted by bylaw following public input.
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Provincial Policies

Although land use is a municipal responsibility, the County must also consider provincial
regulations set out in provincial legislation, and particularly in the Subdivision and Development
Regulation, AR 43/2002, the Public Highways Development Act, and environmental legislation.
The following provincial policies apply.
Proximity to highways:

A municipality must not approve a subdivision or development within 1,600 metres of a provincial highway without
the prior approval of Alberta Transportation (AT).

Airports:

Development must not conflict with the operation of
airports.
The closest airports are 10 km south on the outskirts of
Lacombe, and 4 km north-east on the south side of
Ponoka. Both runways are north-south (both 34-16
magnetic) and the proposed development areas do not lie
under any approach circuits.
Two Edmonton-Calgary flight corridors (T753 and T759)
pass over the area and are Class E controlled air space.
Both corridors have bases at 2,200 feet above ground
level, so they will not affect or be affected by land uses in
the ASP area.

Oil and gas installations:

Residences are not allowed within 100 metres of a sweet
oil or gas well, of within the right-of-way of a sweet oil or
gas pipeline.
Map 3 shows that there are many wells and pipelines in
the ASP area. Detailed subdivision designs must be
referred to the Alberta Energy Regulator (AER) to ensure
the required setbacks have been provided

Sour oil and gas:

A proposal to build a residence or public facility within
1,500 metres of a sour gas well or pipeline must be
referred to the AER for comments.
There are no sour gas wells or pipelines within 1,500
metres of the ASP area.

Sewer lagoons:

Residences must be at least 300 metres away from sewer
lagoons.
There are no lagoons within 300 metres of the ASP area.

Waste disposal sites:

Residences must be at least 300 metres away from a
waste disposal site, and no water wells for human consumption may be drilled within 450 metres of such a site.
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There are no waste disposal sites within 450 metres of the
ASP area. County waste from the ASP area is collected at
a transfer station on 39 Avenue in the Town of Ponoka.
Wetlands:

The Water Act requires a municipal planning document to
address the effect on wetlands when land is developed.
This is dealt with in section 9 dealing with storm water
management.

Historical resources:

There are features of historical or archaeological interest in
the study area, and the Alberta Historical Resources
Management Branch has the right to require a historical or
archaeological assessment of land which is to be
developed.
It is not necessary to do any historical surveys at this
stage; the normal procedure is for the subdivision authority
to ask the Historical Resources Management Branch for
comments prior to approving the subdivision. A wise
developer will do this before committing funds to the
project.

In summary, there are no provincial or federal policies which prevent development in the ASP
area once Alberta Transportation gives its approval.
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Intermunicipal Considerations

In its municipal development plan, the County commits to consulting the Town of Ponoka before
approving any development within two miles of the municipal boundary. The County's land use
bylaw uses a slightly larger referral area, and this is shown on Map 1. The MDP also sets a one
mile referral area along the Lacombe County border.
This draft ASP was therefore sent to the Town, and to Lacombe County, with a request for
comments. Their replies have been taken into account in this latest version of the plan.
As shown on Map 1, the ASP includes land that once formed part of the Sharphead Indian
Reserve. The reserve was surrendered many years ago. There are no land claims in the area,
so it does not appear to be necessary to consult the responsible federal department.

5

Municipal Policies

The County's municipal development plan (MDP) says that
There is a strong demand for rural residential parcels, and the County is willing to meet
this demand provided that it does not damage agriculture or the environment, or impede
the logical and economic growth of urban areas.
(MDP section 4)
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The MDP goes on to say
In order to reduce conflicts with agriculture, and to minimize the cost of maintaining
roads and other municipal services, Council believes it is better to concentrate most
multi-lot subdivisions in a few well-defined areas, leaving the rest of the county primarily
agricultural.
(MDP section 4.1).
and
The MDP directs non-farm development on to poorer land, leaving better quality soils for
agriculture, except where the use of better soils may be justified because the land is
close to urban areas or recreational lakes or overlooking river valleys.
(MDP section 4.2)
Map 4, based on the Canada Land Inventory (CLI) soil ratings, shows that the County has done
a good job of directing multi-lot subdivisions away from better soils and on to the poorer land in
this area. This ASP continues that policy.
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Environmental impact of residential subdivision

Map 5 shows that the area has a surprisingly high amount of tree cover. This is important
because it moderates surface water flows, protects downstream land from flooding, and
recharges groundwater.
Rural residential subdivisions are sometimes opposed on the grounds that development will
reduce this tree cover. Development certainly leads to changes in the natural environment, but
so does the likely alternative, clearing the land for agriculture.
The County's municipal development plan contains many policies aimed at maintaining tree
cover. Section 8.10 makes it clear that the County prefers to use incentives instead of
regulation, and one of the best incentives is to allow tree covered land to be subdivided into
residential acreages, where the trees add value to the property.
In summary, residential development at typical densities is likely to protect, not diminish tree
cover.

7

Defining the developable area

Map 6 identifies land where future residential subdivision appears to be compatible with the
various municipal, inter-municipal, and provincial policies described above. Essentially it
includes land classified as Class 4, 5, and 6 by the Canada Land Inventory, plus small areas of
better soils which are tree covered, where there are spectacular views, or where there are
already clusters of residential lots. Some of those clusters lie outside the ASP area as defined
in section 1 above, but this document deals only with land inside the defined area.
The total area shown as developable is about 7,500 acres. That includes land already
subdivided.
Showing a parcel of land as developable does not mean that residential subdivisions are the
only land use that will be allowed. As always, landowners will have the option of continuing to
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farm or to maintain their land undeveloped. Non-farm and non-residential uses, including
commerce and industry, may also be allowed providing they are compatible with agriculture and
residences. The West of Highway 2 Area Structure Plan, recently adopted by Bylaw 9-18-ASP,
identifies some such sites.
No land is rezoned or approved for subdivision by this area structure plan, and land shown on
Map 6 will not automatically be approved for development. Before approval is given, landowners must prepare more detailed plans for their property, showing the general scheme of
development, roads and drainage, flood risk, lot sizes, how water and sewer will be provided to
the lots, and how the development will relate to surrounding lands and the natural environment.
This plan must be acceptable to Council before any of the land is rezoned for residential use.
Council may choose to adopt the plan by bylaw as a local area structure plan.
The fact that a parcel of land lies inside the line on Map 6 does not mean that it will automatically be approved for subdivision. It must also comply with this ASP, and with section 618
of the land use bylaw, which reads:
618.1 Notwithstanding that a use of land may be permitted or discretionary in a land
use district, the Subdivision Authority may refuse to approve the subdivision of a
lot, and the Development Authority may refuse to issue a development permit, if
in his opinion the proposed building site does not have a safe and suitable
building site.
618.2 A building site is deemed unsafe or unsuitable if it
(a)

does not have safe legal and physical access to a maintained road, or

(b)

is subject more than a 1% annual risk of flooding, calculated using
methods acceptable to Alberta Environmental Protection, or

(c)

has a high water table which makes the site unsuitable for foundations
and sewage disposal systems, or

(d)

consists of muskeg or unconsolidated material unsuitable for building, or

(e)

is situated on an unstable slope, or

(f)

is closer than 100 metres to an oil or gas well, unless the ERCB has
reduced the required setback, or

(g)

is within the setback distance required by the ERCB from a sour oil or gas
facility, or

(h)

is situated over an abandoned coal mine or oil or gas well or pipeline, or

(i)

may be endangered by aircraft operations, or

(j)

is unsafe due to contamination by previous land uses, or

(k)

has an inadequate or unsafe water supply, or
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(l)

is situated closer to a confined feeding operation, intensive
livestock operation, or manure storage facility than the minimum
distance separation established in AOPA, or

(m)

would materially interfere in an existing agricultural operation or its
proposed expansion, or

(n)

it is not large enough to accommodate buildings with the yard and
setback requirements of this bylaw, or

(o)

would prevent or interfere with the natural and economic extension of a
nearby developed area, a coal mine, an oil or gas field, a sewage
treatment plant, a waste disposal or transfer site, a gravel pit, a pipeline,
or a road system, or

(p)

is subject to any easement, caveat, restrictive covenant, or other
registered encumbrance which makes it impossible to build on the site.

Assuming that a parcel of land is safe and suitable within the meaning of the land use bylaw,
landowners and developers may proceed to designing subdivisions bearing in mind the criteria
set out sections 8 to 15 of this ASP.
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Water supply

When a subdivision will result in there being six or more residential lots on the quarter section,
and those lots will use wells, section 23 of the Water Act requires the developer to provide a
report by a professional engineer, geologist, or geophysicist, certifying that a diversion of 1,250
cubic metres of water per year for household purposes for each of the lots within the subdivision
will not interfere with any existing household uses, licensees, or traditional agricultural users
(Water Act, section 23(3) and AR 205/98, section 9). This is equivalent to 754 gallons per day,
or half a gallon per minute continuous flow for each user.
Published studies by the Alberta Research Council show that the local groundwater can
probably support more residential lots without interfering with existing users. Additionally, the
County recently commissioned Groundwater Information Technologies Ltd to undertake a
regional groundwater study for the land west of Highway 2. That study also showed good
sustainable flows. However, to comply with the Water Act, any future multi-lot subdivision which
proposes to use wells must provide an engineer's evaluation of the groundwater on that quarter
before subdivision is approved.
As an alternative to individual wells, subdivisions may be served by communal water supply
systems connected to the North Red Deer River Water Services Commission pipeline from Red
Deer to Ponoka. As shown on Map 1, this line passes through the ASP area. Ponoka County is
a member of the Commission and is entitled to tap in to the line to serve residences, agriculture,
and industry.
Water distribution lines are very expensive to build, and may not be economic in low density
subdivisions or those far from the water line. The economics are improved by allowing higher
densities where piped water is used. Country Residential zoning allows a maximum of 48 lots
per quarter section where wells are used, but up to 100 lots on a quarter served by piped water
(Bylaw 7-08-LU, section 705.6).
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Storm water management

When land is developed for residential use, and the hard-surfaced area increases, storm water
and snow melt tends to run off instead of being absorbed into the ground. To avoid overloading
downstream watercourses, culverts, and bridges, Alberta Environment requires that runoff be
managed so that peak flows of storm water after development are no higher than they were in
the land's natural state. This is normally achieved by constructing detention ponds at the lowest
point of the development. The rush of water is held in the pond and released slowly to off-site
watercourses through a narrow diameter pipe. Any development which will change the existing
drainage patterns or proposes to hard-surface large areas will therefore be required to install a
storm water pond.
Existing wetlands serve the same function and should be protected when nearby land is
developed. The best way to do this is dedicating them as environmental reserve, or by
registering an environmental reserve easement. This is discussed in section 12 below.
A natural wetland or storm pond also cleans the water by giving time for particulates to settle
out. Emergent vegetation such as cat-tails can also remove nutrients, to the benefit of
downstream water quality. It should be noted that Lacombe County requires all storm water
management facilities to be constructed to mimic the effect of natural wetlands.
Part of the ASP area is included in the Wolf Creek / Whelp Brook Master Drainage Plan. This
imposes a maximum runoff rate of 2 litres per second per hectare, and must be taken into
account in the design of any storm water management system.
Even if they are not part of the storm water management system, existing wetlands should be
maintained because of their value as habitat and as groundwater recharge areas.
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Sewage treatment

The County's land use bylaw requires country residential lots to have a minimum area of 4,000
m2 or about one acre. This is more than double the minimum for a self-contained sewer system
set by the provincial plumbing regulations.
As required by those regulations, and following present County policy, all sewer systems will be
constructed in compliance with the Provincial Safety Codes, and sites will be individually tested
by a licensed plumbing installer prior to construction of the sewer system.
Following the example of Lacombe County, Ponoka County will consider requiring piped
sewage systems in higher density subdivisions.
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Fire protection

An increase in the number of residences in the area will demand increased fire protection.
Some rural municipalities require residential subdivisions to have on-site ponds where tanker
trucks can replenish. Wetaskiwin, for example, requires 4,000 gallons (about two cubic metres)
of water per residence, so a 24 lot subdivision would require just under 100,000 gallons or about
24 cubic metres of water. These ponds may be shared with other nearby subdivisions.
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Fire ponds may not be needed in the Morningside area if the fire department has access to the
North Red Deer River water pipeline. Policy will be developed by the County's fire chief.
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Municipal reserves

When land is subdivided into multiple lots for non-farm purposes, the Municipal Government Act
allows the municipality to take, without compensation, any undevelopable land as environmental
reserve (ER). That land must be preserved in its natural state, or used for public recreation.
Creek valleys and wetlands are prime candidates for ER.
Environmental reserve land is not cost-free to the municipality. It has to be maintained so it
does not become a fire hazard. It is legally open to all, so there may be problems with abuse,
and this can lead to issues of legal liability.
As an alternative to owning the land, the County has the option of leaving it in private ownership, but taking an 'environmental reserve easement' which limits its use. The easement runs
with the title and is binding on future owners. A decision on whether to take undevelopable land
into municipal ownership, or register an environmental reserve easement, should be made on a
case-by-case basis at the time of subdivision.
In addition to environmental reserve, the municipality may also take up to 10% of the remaining
land as municipal and school reserve for parks, schools, and buffer strips.
The MDP makes it clear that the County is not interested in taking municipal reserve where
there is no need for parks, schools, and buffer strips:
The County will ask for municipal reserves in the form of land only where that
subdivision creates a real need for land to be dedicated.
(Section 16.5)
Even when there is no need for park, there may be a need for land for wildlife.
Developers may be asked to redesign subdivisions so as to leave wildlife travel corridors
and refuge areas, and this land will be taken as municipal reserve. (Section 16.6)
Where there is no need for park land in a subdivision, the County will take its cash
equivalent, and use that money to purchase land or develop recreational facilities
elsewhere.
(Section 16.14)
These decisions, like those concerning environmental reserves, are best made on a case-bycase basis at the time of subdivision. Those decisions should also remember the value of
connected reserves forming trail systems.
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Density of development

The County's land use bylaw gives landowners and developers a number of possible density
choices for residential subdivisions:
•

Country Residential Hobby Farm zoning requires a minimum ten acre lot. After
deducting land for roads and reserves, this would allow about a dozen lots per quarter.
(This assumes proof of sustainable water supply.)
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•

County Residential zoning allows up to 48 lots per quarter section where the lots use
wells for water supply. (Again, assuming proof of sustainable water supply.)

•

Under the same zoning, up to 100 lots per quarter section are allowed if the subdivision
is served by piped water.

•

Recreational Resort zoning allows lots as small as 5,000 m2 (about 1.2 acres) with no
limit on numbers providing water supply is proved. After deducting roads and reserves,
this could mean up to about 140 lots per quarter.

The flexibility given to designers makes it impossible to determine the number of lots that may
be created in the ASP area, despite the requirement of section 633 of the MGA. However,
based on the area of land proposed for development, it is reasonable to expect that the present
population of the area could double, but based on past experience, this could take many years.
The school age population could also double, but would still not be enough to justify
construction of a rural school when there is spare capacity at schools in Ponoka. In accordance
with section 16.1 of the MDP, the County believes there is thus no need to dedicate school
reserve. However, this ASP has been referred to the Wolf Creek School Board for confirmation.
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Highway access

Most of the vehicles leaving new residential areas and travelling to Ponoka or Lacombe will
probably use Highway 2A. This is a two lane road which carries about 5,300 vehicles a day.
No new direct accesses will be permitted on to Highway 2A; all highway access will be via local
roads.
The intersections of TR 420 (Highway 604) and TR 422 (Spruce Road) at Highway 2A now
have turning and acceleration / deceleration lanes but TR 424 (Matejka Road) is a simple Type
1 intersection with no flaring. Any necessary upgrading will be the responsibility of the
municipality, but it may recover the cost from developers if a subdivision or development causes
a need for "new or expanded transportation infrastructure required to connect, or improve the
connection of, municipal roads to provincial highways" (MGA section 648(2)(c.2)).
The process is set out in AR 187/2017, the Offsite Levies Regulation. The amount of money
required must be set out in an off-site levy bylaw. It must be based on estimated costs, and the
bylaw must include a mechanism for apportioning the costs "on an equitable basis related to the
degree of benefit" (section 3(3)). The County will explore this possibility.
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Local roads

The County has upgraded many roads in the area to chip seal and in some cases to pavement
(Map 7). This work has been done as a general benefit and has not been charged back to the
properties served. Council may elect to continue this policy for roads used by a large number
of people on existing lots.
Road improvements benefitting only the developer of a subdivision will be the financial responsibility of that developer, subject to an "endeavour to assist" under section 651 of the MGA.
This is already standard municipal practice.
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Internal subdivision roads should be looped so that emergency vehicles have access even if
one entrance to the subdivision is blocked. However, the layout should discourage people from
using internal subdivision roads as a short cut from one grid road to the next.
The cost of maintaining roads will be met from the County's general revenues.
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Sequence of development

The Municipal Government Act requires area structure plans to set out the sequence of
development proposed for the area. This makes sense in urban areas where underground
utilities need to be installed in a logical sequence, but it is not necessary in rural areas with
individual wells and sewer systems. It is also contrary to the County's policy of encouraging
competition between developers. No sequence of development is therefore proposed; it will be
governed by the actions of landowners operating in a free market.
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Avoiding conflicting land uses

It is important to keep potentially conflicting land uses out of the future residential area, and the
most likely conflict is from large-scale animal operations. This can be avoided by preventing
any new operations coming in to the area.
Such operations fall into two classes.
•

Smaller ones, known as Intensive Livestock Operations (ILOs), are regulated by the
County under its land use bylaw.

•

Larger ones, known as Confined Feeding Operations (CFOs), are regulated by the
province under the Agricultural Operations Practices Act (AOPA). However, while the
province has ultimate authority, the legislation requires that in order for a CFO to be
approved, there be "no inconsistency with the municipal development plan land use
provisions" (AOPA, section 22(1)).

The County will trigger section 22 of AOPA by defining two districts in the study area, and
incorporating them into its MDP. They are shown on Map 8. The first district includes all the
land shown inside the red line on Map 6 as being suitable, in principle, for development as
residential acreages. The second district is a one mile buffer outside the first district, squared
off to complete quarter sections. In these two districts, no new CFOs will be allowed. These
districts together form a CFO exclusion zone which will be incorporated into the MDP.
There are two existing CFOs in the restricted area: a small beef operation in NE 7-42-25-4, and
a dairy in SE 20-42-25-4. They may expand in accordance with AOPA rules.
Additionally, smaller intensive animal operations existing on the date this ASP is adopted, and
which are not now defined as CFOs, will be allowed to expand and become CFOs subject only
to AOPA rules.
These existing and expanded animal operations will be protected by the County's land use
bylaw, which states that
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618.2 A building site is deemed unsafe or unsuitable [and therefore will not be
permitted] if it
(l)

is situated closer to a confined feeding operation, intensive livestock
operation, or manure storage facility than the minimum distance
separation established in AOPA.

This protection afforded by the bylaw will over-ride any designation on Map 8.
As noted above, the County regulates smaller animal operations (ILOs) under its land use
bylaw. The County will use this authority to impose similar restrictions as for CFOs within the
ASP area.
Four quarter sections inside the ASP area, but outside the CFO exclusion zone, will be subject
only to normal AOPA rules and County zoning and unaffected by the ASP.
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Consistency with other municipal land use documents

Section 638 of the MGA says that a municipality's statutory land use plans must be consistent
with one another. In order to achieve the goals of this ASP, it will be necessary to make some
changes to the municipal development plan.
Text amendment:
1.

Policy 2.3 of the MDP will be amended as follows:

Policy 2.3 is amended to read as follows.
No new CFO shall be established in the following areas:







land within two miles of the towns of Ponoka and Rimbey,
land within one mile of the hamlets of Bluffton, Maskwacis and Usona,
land within one mile of Crestomere and Mecca Glen schools,
land in the Gull Lake and Red Deer Lake watersheds,
land within one mile of Chain Lakes, and
land designated as a CFO exclusion zone an area structure plan which
has been adopted by bylaw,

and the County requests the NRCB to impose very strict conditions on manure
handling and storage in the following areas:



the Chain Lakes watershed
the Maskwa Creek watershed, which is part of the watershed supplying
the City of Wetaskiwin

These areas are shown on Map 2.
2.

Map 2 is deleted and replaced by the map attached hereto.
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Summary

This ASP identifies about 7,500 acres of mostly poor soil with potential for development as
residences and hobby farms. This is slightly more than 1% of Ponoka County's 721,396 acres.
To protect that potential, the ASP then establishes a CFO exclusion zone covering another
11,900 acres (much of which is already an exclusion zone because it is within two miles of
Ponoka). The exclusion (buffer) zone amounts to 11,910 acres, which is just 1.7% of the total
area of the County. By far the larger part of the municipality remains open to new CFOs.

